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HOMEMAKERS' CHAT Thursday, June 27, 1940

(For Broadcast Use Only)

Subject: "QUEST I01TS AND ANSWERS." Information from tho Office of Experiment

Stations, U.S.D.A. and the 1939 Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture.
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Spring, summer, autumn, winter—at every season housewives ask questions

about vitamins. This week the mailbag brings in a number of vitamin questions. And

the one people are asking most about is vitamin C,

Eor example, here's a letter from a woman whose old parents live with her.

She says: "I am trying to give my elderly father and mother meals that will keep

them in the best possible health. The other day I heard that old people need more

orange juice than people of my age. Is this true?"

Nutrition scientists have evidence that old people need more vitamin C than

people in the prime of life. But that doesn't necessarily mean they need more

orange juice. Orange juice is only one of the foods rich in vitamin C. Many other

fruits are also rich—grapefruit, tomatoes, strawberries, currants and so on. Green

vegetables just out of the garden, served raw or cooked very quickly, also supply

vitamin C

,

You may be interested to hear a little about some studies on vitamin C in

old age. Nutrition workers tested elderly men and women in hospitals and other

institutions. All those tested had too little vitamin C in their bodies for best

health. Other nutrition workers made a study in an old people's home whore tho

diet was considered good and especially well supplied with fruits and vegetables.

They gave the old people there some pure vitamin C every day. This was in addition

to the vitamin C they got in their meals. Most of the old people felt bettor for

it and wore able to do more work.
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So Grandmother and Grandfather nay keep in "better health if they drink not

(I

less but more fruit juice or tomato juice at "breakfast than the rest of the family.

And they'll be wise to take an extra helping of fresh vegetables and fruits at

other meals. The sense of taste grows dull with age. Old people often get into a

rut about meals and limit themselves to just a few foods that arc a habit. Vitamin

. C not only helps them feel better but should give them more appetite.

Now here's another letter about vitamin C. This letter says: "Is it true

that this so called 'pink tooth brush' trouble nay come from too few vitamins?"

Bleeding gums may come from too little vitamin C. Trouble with bleeding

gams occurs in the disease called scurvy which, you know, comes from a lack of this

vitamin. People travelling in countries where they can't get fresh fruit often have

tender gums that bleed easily. In the old days people often complained of bleeding

gums in the spring after a winter with no fresh or canned fruit.

Nov/ comes a question from the mother of a family. She wants to know how she

can tell whether her children are getting enough vitamin C.

Well, a full-sized glass or tumbler apiece of orange, grapefruit, tomato,

currant or other fruit juice every morning for breakfast will give both children

and their parents enough vitamin C for the day. If fresh fruits and vegetables

are served at other meals, you can rest easy about the children's vitamin G.

That's all the questions about this particular vitamin. Now for a question

about vitamins in general from a young housewife who believes in getting all the

value she can out of foods. She says: "Please tell me how to cook food so I'll save

all possible vitamins."

The answer to that request comes from the 1939 Yearbook of the Department of

Agriculture. In that book are 11 simple rules for cooking to save vitamins. I'll

read them to you:

1. Don't stir air into foods while cooking.
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2. Don't put fruits and vogotab3.es through a sieve while hot.

3. Never use soda in cooking green vegetables.

4. When you boil vegetables, bring the water to a boil as fast as possible.

5. Use as little viator as possible.

6. Don't use long cooking methods like stewing or slow-baking if food will

cook just as well by quick methods.

?, Sove the water vegetables cooked in to use in soup, or gravy, or sauces.

3. Never fry any foods valuable for vitamins A, or B-one, or C.

9. Chop or cat up fresh food for solad just before serving instead of some

time in advance.

10. In cooking frozen vegetables drop them into boiling water while they are

still frozen.

And finally rule 11. Serve raw frozen foods immediately after they have

thawed

.

So much for this week's crop of vitamin questions. Next week other questions

and answers will be coming un.




